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Artist’s Statement
Throughout this class, comics and graphic narrative have been valued as snapshots of
specific places and times. Comics, specifically popular mass-spread cartoons, can be understood
at some level, as idealizations, deformations, satires or exaggerations of the societies they were
created to entertain. Many of the works read in this class, replete with their social and political
critiques, were successfully printed because of the level of press freedoms in the US. However,
how can mass-distributed cartoons fulfill their role as comical mirrors of a nation when
repressive dictatorships exist that heavily limit freedoms of expression? I started reading the
comics of Mafalda by Joaquín “Quino” Salvador Lavado of Argentina, and Condorito by René
“Pepo” Ríos Boettiger of Chile, at a very early point in my childhood. The pranks of Mafalda
and her friends, and Condorito’s various misadventures, all formed my sense of humor and love
for comics. Until I became a teenager did I come to understand that Mafalda was published
throughout the period known by the Argentinean military as the “Argentine Revolution,” where a
succession of several coups in a few short years led to a Dirty War that would last for more than
a decade. During this period, thousands of leftists, socialists and any type of dissident were
“disappeared,” tortured and murdered by the military that controlled a so-called democratic
government. Many cartoons were either discontinued or censored as their content was not
approved by the ruling junta. However, Mafalda continued its publication and successfully
managed to sneak in, what I argue is, countless critiques of the ruling junta. As I demonstrate in
my piece, through my animated interactions with Mafalda, it was the ability to disguise these

critiques as childish jokes and family mishaps that made Mafalda so successful. However,
cartoons as a form of resistance against authoritarianism also meant cartoons maintaining a sense
of stability and endurance of the national character. Condorito survived the rise and fall of both
Salvador Allende and Augusto Pinochet, maintaining the same slapstick and simplistic humor.
That is what makes Condorito so distinct from Mafalda, as the Chilean cartoon did not attempt
direct critiques of the Pinochet or Allende regimes. Although Pinochet approved of, and even
liked reading, Condorito, this cartoon strived to represent the national character of Chile,
independent of Chile. Condorito represented a small-town Chilean that was not necessarily
included in the hegemonic national narrative of modernity and economic prosperity pushed by
Pinochet. This, I argue, through what Condorito says to me in my project, is what makes
Condorito a symbol of resistance to authoritarianism, equal to Mafalda. An exploration of the
distinct illustrating styles of Pepo and Quino throughout the project demonstrate the unique
political and cultural environments that resulted in these cartoons, along with constant references
to actual printed strips (the panel in the Condorito half of the project where his mother-in-law
comes in is a reference to Condorito Issue 48.819). This project was extremely satisfying as it
served as an academic reunion with two childhood icons.
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